2019 - 2020
CONTINUING EDUCATION PACKAGE PROGRAM

Don’t miss the opportunity to see some of the most sought-after national dental speakers right here in CT!

Robert Lowe, DDS
Restorative Dentistry: Advances in Materials, Technologies and Techniques

Gary Zelesky
Practice Management, Team Communication, Resiliency and Increasing Your Bottom Line

Ronni Brown, DDS
Oral Effects of Substance Abuse

Martin Trope, DMD
Endodontic Success and Treatment of Root Resorption

Daniel Pompa, DDS
Medical Emergencies in the Dental Office: How to Recognize, How to Respond, How to Avoid

Steve Carstensen, DDS
Airway Therapy, Sleep Disorders, Medical Billing and Encounter Notes

Dennis Tarnow, DDS
Esthetics, Extractions and Immediate Socket Management

CSDA Member registration pricing significantly reduced!
See inside for complete details. Registration opens June 5th.
The CSDA Continuing Education Council is proud to present its 2019-2020 CE Package Program. This series once again includes seven courses featuring some of the most sought-after speakers in the industry.

We are continuously striving to bring you educational opportunities that are relevant, timely and affordable. In many cases, you will find value in bringing staff members so you can implement new strategies and techniques together and build an even stronger team when you return to your practice.

Here is just some of what you can look forward to as part of this CE series (with even more in the works):

- The fee for single course registrations has been reduced to $175 for CSDA member dentists. That’s a savings of $100! We wanted to make it easier and more affordable for you to register for the courses that interest you the most.

- Opting for the full Package is still a tremendous value AND member benefit at $750. This Includes all seven courses, our “easy pass” badge and 2020 Annual Meeting registration. Breaking down to just over $100 a course, you will be hard-pressed to find high-quality dental CE at such an affordable rate anywhere else!

- Courses will end at 3:30 pm and be followed by an optional speaker Q&A and networking reception.

- For any course you attend/get scanned in at, you will receive an audio recording of the entire program allowing you to re-listen any time AND receive credit for the full day.

- We will be introducing you to our seven speakers with short podcast interviews. This will allow you to get to know their background and personality as well as what the key takeaways of their lecture will be.

- Recent dental school grads (within the last five years) are eligible for a 30% discount on individual courses OR the full Package!

- There’s no better way to ensure that you are up-to-date on all the latest trends and technological advances AND earn continuing education credits for license renewal. Each course is worth 6 CE credits and is split into AM/PM sessions allowing you more flexibility if in certain cases you are unable to spend the full day. We look forward to another successful series and to seeing you at the Aqua Turf Club.

- CSDA Council on Continuing Education
REGISTER ONLINE AT CSDA.com
Or use the Registration Form provided at the end of this booklet (one form per person please).

LOCATION:
Aqua Turf Club
556 Mulberry Street, Plantsville, CT 06479
www.aquaturfclub.com

All seven CE events include lunch and all day refreshments.

Visit us online at: CSDA.com | Reach us by phone at: (860) 378-1800
Staff contact: Dawn Champagne, Meetings and Continuing Education Coordinator

PRICING:

COMPLETE PACKAGE PROGRAM (Includes ALL SEVEN courses and the 2020 Annual Meeting registration fee.)
- CSDA Member Dentist = $750
- CSDA Member Dentist/Recent Grad = $525
- ADA Member/Non-CSDA Member = $1,150
- Non-ADA Member = $1,650
(After August 28, the above pricing increases by $100.)

Opting for the full 2019-2020 Package includes registration for the CSDA 155th Annual Charter Oak Dental Meeting, May 6 - 8, 2020 being held at Mohegan Sun Resort Casino. You must register by April 1, 2020 in order to take advantage of the waived registration fee. After that date, fees will apply.

SINGLE COURSE REGISTRATION
- CSDA Member Dentist = $175 per course
- CSDA Member Dentist/Recent Grad = $125 per course
- ADA Member/Non-CSDA Member = $275 per course
- Non-ADA Member = $375 per course
- CSDA Retired Life Dentist = $55 per course

Staff of CSDA Member Dentist = Only $85 per course!

Recent Dental School Graduates are eligible for a 30% discount and is reflected in the above pricing. CSDA Members who graduated from dental school within the last five years (Class of 2015 through the Class of 2019) automatically qualify. (Membership status will be verified.)
OBTAINING CE CREDITS

For your convenience, the CSDA provides a separate morning and afternoon CE verification code (each worth 3 credits). Name badges are scanned at the entryway for attendance and CE tracking purposes. If you are a CSDA or ADA member, your attendance gets uploaded to the “CE Tracking System” area of the ADA website. It is up to each individual to obtain/keep record of the corresponding verification codes in order to prove your attendance to any professional/governing organization that may request your continuing education records. The CSDA recommends that you always keep your CE records in hard copy as a back-up. Paper CE forms are always made available on-site and can be found on a table in the foyer/registration area.

COURSE HANDOUTS

You will receive an e-mail from the CSDA approximately two weeks before the scheduled course confirming your registration with the corresponding handout attached. It will be sent a second time the Monday before. **NOTE:** Please be sure you have not opted out of CSDA e-mails otherwise you will not receive these confirmation e-mails.

POLICIES

The CSDA Continuing Education Council reserves the right to cancel any course, limit the enrollment, modify the announced course content, and/or change the location, time, date or speaker as may be deemed necessary or advisable. You can always find the latest updates at CSDA.com.

All advance course registrations must be received by the CSDA Central Office by 4:00 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the course date. After this point, walk-in fees apply. Proper payment in full must accompany all registrations.
CANCELLATION POLICY: An individual who signs up for a single course may request a refund from the Central Office up to the Friday before the scheduled course. A $25 cancellation fee will be applied to cancellations received by the corresponding deadline. All cancellation requests must be in writing. No other refunds will be given including partial refunds for full Package registrations for missed or cancelled courses.

Cancellation Clause: It is the responsibility of the registrant to confirm a scheduled meeting if there is the possibility of a cancellation due to inclement weather. Registered attendees should check for e-mail updates as well as information on the homepage of CSDA.com. If the CSDA cancels or postpones a course due to inclement weather or some other unexpected emergency, those registered for that course only are entitled to a full refund. Package Program members are excluded due to the tremendous value.

Speakers do not necessarily represent the views of the CSDA or ADA.

Some courses are supported by corporate sponsorships and are advertised accordingly. The exhibiting of products at CSDA CE Package Program courses does not constitute an endorsement by the association.

THE CSDA IS PROUD TO BE A RECOGNIZED ADA CERP PROVIDER.

ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry. The CSDA’s continuing education programs are also accepted by the Academy of General Dentistry (AGD) for Fellowship and Mastership credit. The current term for both is 11/1/15 through 12/31/19.

Leading Your Dental Practice Through the World of Technology

We’re Here to Help.
Whenever you need us, call on our extensive expertise for installing, configuring, and supporting technology in your dental office.

- Providing support & guidance to dental offices every day for nearly 20 years
- Applying creative, custom solutions that fit with your vision and needs
- Delivering attentive, honest, and quality service
- Integrating reliable solutions for practice management, digital imaging, patient entertainment and more

We empower your success with technology solutions that support your unique practice.

Accountability. Dedication. Value.

Whatever your technology needs may be, you can count on Integrity.

Integrity Makes the Difference
866.446.8797 l integrity@integrityss.com l integrityss.com
OCTOBER 2, 2019  
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

Gary Zelesky
The Passion Centered Person (AM session)

Gary brings the practical side of passion to the Dental office. Gary's hallmark energy and humor motivates and challenges all who attend. He utilizes presentation techniques that ensure attendees will remain engaged, be educated and leave energized. Recent challenging economic times have tested (and will continue to test) the true resiliency and attitude of individuals. People who know their passion and live it are not defined by circumstances, but by courage. Gary's presentations share exciting tools and systems for discovering and optimizing passion in both work and life. The bottom line... increase your bottom line!

Learning Objectives:

- Discover how embracing your passion and the passion of your team members will make your office more productive and profitable
- Learn Gary’s 4 passion keys that will create boundless energy, intentional focus and a “referral mindset”. Passion = productivity = profitability = pleasure

SEPTEMBER 11, 2019  
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

Robert Lowe, DDS
Restorative Dentistry 2019: Revolutionary Technologies and Proven Techniques for Clinical Excellence

For all the advances our profession has made in materials science and digital technologies, it appears to be losing the emphasis on which every dental restoration is conceived. According to Dr. Harold M. Shavell, “Morphology and Occlusion are the common denominators of all dentistry.” New technologies and techniques will be discussed to help in treatment planning even the most difficult functional and aesthetically challenging cases. This technique-oriented seminar will deliver useful clinical information that can be implemented in practice immediately, having a positive impact on your practice!

Topics will include the following:

- Advances In Direct Restorative Materials
- Bioactive Restorative Materials: The Future Is Here!
- The Aesthetics of Occlusion
- “World Class” Crown and Bridge Techniques
- Technologies to Enhance Clinical Outcome in Crown and Bridge – Dental Lasers, Digital Scanners, to name a few…

Learning Objectives:

- How to use some of the latest composite and bioactive restorative materials to save time and create excellent clinical results
- How morphology and occlusion fit into today’s restorative protocols
- A unique option to indirect ceramics for missing teeth in select cases

This course satisfies one hour of mandatory CE in CT

Refer to pages 11-12 for complete speaker biographies.
E.N.C.O.R.E - The Dental Referral Mindset (PM Session)

More referrals, more sales, more top-rated Rock Star team members and more money! How do some team members maintain high levels of momentum in the day to day mundane work environment? How do they remain productive, not simply busy? What are the 6 power keys that will change the way people see themselves, co-workers and today’s savvy consumer? Knowing how to “sell yourself” and connecting immediately to each individual’s buying style is more important than price, product, marketing or territory.

Learning Objectives:

- What are the 6 attributes that staff members have in common with Rock Stars
- Learn how to have an amazing stage presence in the mundane work day
- Discover how to achieve harmony and maintain diversity in the team
- Create staff loyalty. What happens on the tour bus stays on the tour bus
- How to Rock Your Way to more referrals and increased profit
- The Green Room… Secrets of Rock Star Staff Meetings

NOVEMBER 13, 2019
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

Ronni Brown, DDS

“Tweaked,” “Cracked” and “Loaded”:
A Profile of the Addicted Dental Patient (AM session)

Have you ever felt that a patient’s substance abuse was the elephant in the room? Are you afraid to discuss your suspicions due to your own discomfort or fear of insulting your patient? Drug abuse is at an epidemic level with approximately 1 out of every 10 Americans addicted to illegal and prescribed stimulants, depressants, and opioids. We must awaken to the reality that many of our patients are “tweaked”, “cracked” and “loaded” and become more comfortable in detecting patients with substance use disorders. In this interactive course, discover the drugs that your patients are most likely to abuse. Learn how to recognize the “clues” of addiction and how to discuss suspected abuse with your patients. Learn how to avoid being targeted for drugs by your patients and how to manage pain effectively without using opiate-based analgesics. Recognize your professional responsibilities and your own personal boundaries in treating the “addicted” patient.

Learning Objectives:

- Discover the oral, physical and behavioral clues associated with depressant, stimulant and opioid abuse
- Discover the dos and don’ts of treating the addicted dental patient safely and effectively
- Learn evidence-based practices for managing dental pain without using addictive analgesics
- Learn how not to fall prey to patients who are “drug seeking”

Evidence-Based Dentistry: A Paradigm Shift (PM session)

Are you able to keep up with the amount of dental information that comes your way every day? Or do you base clinical decisions and treatment recommendations on information learned in dental school years ago? In this interactive session, learn how to be a critical consumer of scientific information and obtain the most reliable data that will assist you in making treatment decisions and improve clinical outcomes for your patients. Challenge yourself to change the way you practice dentistry from “what I learned in dental school” to “what I learned from reliable scientific sources”. Long-standing opinions regarding implant placement, third-molar extractions, dental crowding, and prophylactic antibiotics will be weighed against the scientific evidence on these topics.

Learning Objectives:

- Learn to navigate online databases, such as PubMed and Cochrane Library, to access high-quality scientific evidence
- Identify junk science and other low-quality sources of information
- Explore how to apply scientific data to your daily clinical decisions
- Understand how to communicate scientific evidence to patients to assist them in making treatment decisions

This course satisfies one hour of mandatory CE in CT
JANUARY 8, 2020
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

Martin Trope, DMD
Anatomically Driven Endodontics (AM session)

The XP family of endodontic instruments has been modeled to achieve a fusion of technology and biology that integrates all variables essential for predictable endodontic success. The superelasticity and shape-memory of the alloy used facilitates expansion and adaptation into canal morphology where traditional NiTi files are unable to reach with any margin of safety. This enables maximal debridement and disinfection without changes to the original canal shape and ensures minimal removal of intra-canal dentin, allowing for the use of bio-ceramic technologies that do not require excessive preparation in the coronal component of the root canal space to accommodate obturation procedures.

Learning Objectives:

• Comprehend the scientifically based biologic requirements for endodontic success
• Understand the limitations of files that creates a round shape
• Understand the latest generation of technologies that allows us to clinically obtain the essential biologic goals for success

Root Resorption of Dental Origin (PM session)

Under normal circumstances permanent teeth do not resorb, which appears to be due to anti-resorptive properties of the pre-cementum on the external surface and the pre-dentin on the internal surface of the root. If these tissues are intact, periodontitis will result in bone resorption, but root resorption will generally not occur. If, however, these tissues are removed or altered, the inflammatory response will include multinucleated clastic cells and root resorption will ensue. Therefore, active root resorption due to dental injuries is always inflammatory in origin, is destructive in nature and is radiolucent on the radiograph. If the stimulus for the inflammation is not removed, the destructive inflammatory resorption will continue until the entire root surface is destroyed. The healing response is dependent on the amount of damage to the root surface. If the inflammatory stimulus is self-limiting or is reversed by the dentist, healing will result. If, after the destructive inflammation subsides, the damage to the root surface is over a small surface area, favorable healing with new cementum and periodontal ligament will result. If, on the other hand, the damage is over a diffuse or large surface area, cementum will not be able to cover the entire root surface and bone producing cells will attach directly onto the root surface and, eventually, osseous replacement of the root will occur. This talk will describe the typical causes of root resorption. Diagnosis of different inflammatory stimulators will be discussed and the most effective treatment strategies to minimize inflammation and thus predispose to favorable healing will be presented.

Learning Objectives:

• Understand the biology and pathogenisis of root resorption
• Be able to choose an effective treatment plan to minimize or treat root resorption
• Understand the reasoning behind the treatment protocols

FEBRUARY 12, 2020
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

Dan Pompa, DDS
Actions and Algorithms for Medical Emergencies: How to Save a Life (Including Your Own)

There are more medically compromised patients coming to our offices than ever before. Acquire "up to the minute" actions for dealing with medical emergencies while challenging preconceived or outdated ideas. Prevention, preparation, recognition and management of medical emergencies will be discussed in an interactive, high energy, multi-media presentation. A step-by-step medical approach using basic physical diagnostic methods will be reviewed. We will explore the "Conversational History" and how it will uncover medical issues
not revealed by the standard health history form. Participants will learn simple, non-invasive critical tests that can reduce overall risks. We clearly delineate indications for emergency drug use and proper dosages, as well as demonstrate how to assemble and maintain an ideal emergency drug kit. The newest techniques for drug administration will be shown utilizing simulation models and real drugs.

Attendees will receive and review color-coded instructional cards depicting the most common life-threatening situations with algorithms providing an easy to follow action plan for both dentist and team members. We will also review the legal and moral obligations that are presented during a medical crisis.

Learning Objectives:
• Discover three simple chair-side, non-invasive tests to help avoid an emergency
• Recognize the most frequent life-threatening emergencies and know when and why they occur
• Review a systematic approach to treat the most common life-threatening scenarios
• Learn how to develop a plan for the office team when dealing with a crisis event
• Determine when to administer the essential “Top 10” emergency drugs

MARCH 11, 2020
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

Steve Carstensen, DDS
Introduction to Airway Therapy for the General Dental Team (AM Session)

This is an overview of sleep disordered breathing and how it impacts our patients’ health. We will cover basics of sleep, dental appliances, how to work with sleep physicians to market your service, and touch on medical insurance interaction. For those offices currently providing sleep appliances, we discuss complications, titration and follow-up testing, marketing and team development, and more complex sleep disorders they might be encountering.

At the end of this lecture attendees will be able to:
• Describe sleep physiology, both what is normal and what is abnormal
• Illustrate to their patients the medical consequences of untreated SDB
• Apply basic sleep appliance therapy to selected patients
• Communicate with sleep physicians about collaborative care
• Develop a proper history of complications and create a treatment plan
• Create a system for calibration of the patient’s airway using portable monitors
• Talk with families about children’s breathing, growth, and airway development

It’s Good to Breathe Well at Any Age, All the Time (PM Session)

Kids who have obstructed airways compensate for it completely differently than adults. Significant medical problems are associated with poor breathing in single-digit ages and dentists can play a critical role in setting the young ones on the right path to health.

At the end of this talk, participants will:
• Understand the pathophysiology of obstructed airway in children
• Know the developmental problems of poor sleep breathing
• Have tools to explore treatment options with parents and medical providers

(Continued on next page...)
**MARCH 11, 2020 - Continued**

**Medical Encounter Notes (PM Session)**

Dental notes focus on what we've done for our patients each visit. Medical notes must record what our patients present, what we've found, what we've thought about and what we recommend. Then, we must send these notes to other medical providers.

**At the end of this talk, participants will:**

- Know four parts to a medical encounter note
- Never miss recording the most important information
- Be able to create a proper letter to send to medical colleagues

---

**APRIL 1, 2020**

9:00 am - 3:30 pm

**Dennis Tarnow, DD**

**Interdisciplinary Approach for Treating the Esthetically Compromised Patient (AM Session)**

The treatment planning of complex cases is an orchestration of procedures including proper sequencing and timing. An envisionment of the final case before starting is required to know where the goal of treatment will be directed. This, in conjunction with the patient's needs and clinical situation, comprise the decision-making process for what is the best treatment for the patient. We will discuss problems such as which teeth to save or extract, should implants be placed immediately or in a delayed protocol, should pink ceramic be used or should ridge augmentation be performed, and should the case be splinted or broken up into separate bridges or individual teeth.

**Learning Objectives:**

- Should multiple implants be placed in the aesthetic zone
- When and how to include orthodontics if needed for sight development
- How to provisionalize the case throughout treatment
- When to immediate load cases versus do a serial extraction case

At the completion of this course, attendees should be able to identify the best new materials, devices, and techniques for 2020 and be able to integrate new concepts into their practice.

**Immediate Extraction Socket Management in the Esthetic Zone and Molars (PM Session)**

Immediate placements of implants into extraction sockets is an exciting treatment alternative. However, there are many potential short- and long-term risks of which to be aware. This presentation will focus on the potential problems and benefits, both clinically and biologically, when the choice of immediate socket placement is made for single and multiple sites. This will be an evidence-based presentation that will be objective about the best and simplest way to treat these types of cases.

**Upon completion of this presentation participants should be able to:**

- Identify what type of healing takes place against the implant in immediate socket placement
- Know how to minimize recession with immediate provisionalization
- Know the proper crown contour for immediate provisionals
- Know if the gap distance really matters
- Know if primary closure should be attempted or left open
- Know if membranes should be utilized
- Know what type of graft material, if any should be utilized
ABOUT THE SPEAKERS

September 11th

Robert Lowe, DDS graduated magna cum laude from Loyola University School of Dentistry in 1982 and was a Clinical Professor in Restorative Dentistry until its closure in 1993. He maintains a private practice in Charlotte, North Carolina, lectures internationally, and publishes on aesthetic and restorative dentistry. Dr. Lowe is a member of Catapult Elite Speakers Bureau and has Fellowships in the AGD, ICD, ADI, ACD, IADFE, and ASDA. In 2004, he received the Gordon Christensen Outstanding Lecturers Award, and in 2005, Diplomat status on the American Board of Esthetic Dentistry. Dr. Lowe can be reached at 704-450-3321 or at boblowedds@aol.com.

October 2nd

Gary Zelesky’s exciting, enthusiastic energy and explosive humor are memorable, but it is his passion for life, the audience and his ability to connect with them in a way few others do that make Gary such a demanded speaker. Since 1980, Gary has traveled around the globe to thousands of organizations from Boeing Jets, Hilton Hotels, MasterCard International and hundreds of dental conferences. His message is his life… your PASSION FOR LIFE will take you where you want to go IN LIFE. Gary is the author of the ground breaking book “The Passion Centered Person” and has shared the stage with Zig Ziglar, Mark Victor Hanson and many others. The TV show Inside Edition called Gary “One of Americas most entertaining speakers”! Gary resides in Sacramento, CA with his wife Cherisse and has 3 children and 4 amazing grandkids.

November 13th

Ronni Brown, DDS is among a growing network of dentists nationwide who have been recognized as a “champion of evidence-based dentistry” by the American Dental Association. As a public health dentist, Dr. Brown promotes the application of scientific evidence to guide treatment decisions, enhance patient education, and improve clinical outcomes. As a researcher, Dr. Brown has investigated the effects of drug-use patterns on the severity of “meth mouth” and is recognized as a leading expert on the oral effects of substance abuse. Dr. Brown earned BS, DDS and MPH degrees from the University of California, Los Angeles, and completed a post-graduate residency program in dental public health at the University of California, San Francisco. She is a member of the American Dental Association, California Dental Association, American Association of Public Health Dentistry and the Dental Speaker’s Bureau. She currently practices at the Sonoma County Main Adult Detention Facility in Santa Rosa, California.

January 8th

Martin Trope, DMD was born in Johannesburg, South Africa where he received his BDS degree in dentistry in 1976. From 1976 to 1980 he practiced general dentistry and endodontics. In 1980 he moved to Philadelphia to specialize in endodontics at the University of Pennsylvania. After graduating as an endodontist, he continued at the University of Pennsylvania as a faculty member until 1989 when he became Chair of Endodontology at Temple University, School of Dentistry. In 1993 he accepted the JB Freedland Professorship in the Department of Endodontics, UNC at Chapel Hill. Named in honor of one of the founding fathers of endodontics, the Freedland Professorship recognizes significant contributions to the specialty. In 2014, he was awarded the Jens Ove Andreasen Lifetime Achievement Award by the International Association of Dental Traumatology. Dr. Trope is Clinical Professor, Department of Endodontics, University of Pennsylvania. He is also in private practice.
February 13th

**Daniel Pompa, DDS** is an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon. He is a Fellow in both the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons and the International Congress of Oral Implantologists. Dr. Pompa is an author with four courses on-line and has published in journals such as: *The Journal of the American Dental Association, Dentistry Today* and the *New York State Journal of the Academy of General Dentistry*. He has been featured as a Seminar Series Speaker/Consultant for the American Dental Association. Dr. Pompa is now a Colgate Speaker and has a course “Medical Emergencies in the Dental Practice” on the Colgate Website. In “*Dentistry Today*”, Dr. Pompa has been cited as a “Leader in Continuing Education” for 2018 and 2019. He has presented over 500 lectures both nationally and internationally. Dan practiced for over 30 years in New York and now lectures full-time. He is also an inventor, having been issued a U.S. Patent for his contribution in developing a protocol for CT Guided Surgery in Dental Implantology. His patent (U.S. Patent #5,320,529) is cited today by over 250 patents.

March 11th

**Steve Carstensen, DDS** has been treating sleep apnea and snoring since 1997, has completed training at UCLA’s Mini-Residency in Sleep and is a Diplomate of the American Board of Dental Sleep Medicine. He lectures internationally at over 20 events per year training dentists in sleep medicine, directs sleep education at the Pankey Institute for Advanced Dental Education and Spear Education and is a guest lecturer at University of the Pacific and Louisiana State University Dental Schools. From 2007 – 2010 Steve served the ADA on the Council for Annual Sessions and was Chair of the 2010 ADA meeting. Since 2014 he has been Editor-in-Chief of Dental Sleep Practice Magazine. Together with a partner he founded Premier Sleep, a practice in Bellevue, WA entirely devoted to helping people breathe better and sleep better.

April 1st

**Dennis Tarnow, DDS** is currently Clinical Professor of Periodontology and Director of Implant Education at Columbia School of Dental Medicine. He is the former Professor and Chairman of the Department of Periodontology and Implant Dentistry at New York University College of Dentistry. Dr. Tarnow has a certificate in Periodontics and Prosthodontics and is a Diplomat of the American Board of Periodontology. He is a recipient of the Master Clinician Award from the American Academy of Periodontology, Teacher of the Year Award from New York University and Distinguished Lecturer Award from the American College of Prosthodontists in 2015. Dr. Tarnow has a private practice in New York City, and has been honored with a wing named after him at New York University College of Dentistry. He has published over one hundred seventy-five articles on perio-prosthodontics and implant dentistry and has coauthored three textbooks including one titled Aesthetic Restorative Dentistry. Dr. Tarnow has lectured extensively in the United States and internationally in over forty-five countries.
Please check one of the following:

- CSDA Member
- CSDA Member/Recent Grad
- ADA Member/Non-CSDA
- Non-ADA Member
- Auxiliary Staff
- CSDA Retired Life Dentist

PROGRAM FEES

COMPLETE PACKAGE PROGRAM
(Includes ALL SEVEN courses and the 2020 Annual Meeting registration fee.)

- CSDA Member Dentist (Regular) ................................................................. $750
- CSDA Member/Recent Grad ................................................................. $525
- ADA Member/Non-CSDA Member ......................................................... $1,150
- Non-ADA Member .............................................................................. $1,650

After AUGUST 28, the above pricing increases by $100 so register early!

INDIVIDUAL COURSE REGISTRATION
(Please indicate your course selections on the next page.)

- CSDA Member* $175 x _______ = $ ____________
- CSDA Member/Recent Grad* $125 x _______ = $ ____________
- ADA Member/Non-CSDA Member* $275 x _______ = $ ____________
- Non-ADA Member* $375 x _______ = $ ____________
- Auxiliary of CSDA Member Dentist** $85 x _______ = $ ____________
- CSDA Retired Life Dentist** $55 x _______ = $ ____________

**NEW PRICING!**

Please note: If you do not pre-register, at-the-door pricing for categories marked with a * will incur an additional $25 fee and those marked with a ** incur an additional $10 fee. Space cannot be guaranteed so early registration is strongly encouraged.
COURSE SELECTIONS

REGISTER ME FOR: ________ individual courses as indicated below.

Course:  
☐ No. 1 - September 11, 2019  
☐ No. 2 - October 2, 2019  
☐ No. 3 - November 13, 2019  
☐ No. 4 - January 8, 2020  
☐ No. 5 - February 12, 2020  
☐ No. 6 - March 11, 2020  
☐ No. 7 - April 1, 2020

REGISTRANT INFORMATION

NAME (APPLICANT)  
____________________________________________________________________________________
ADA NUMBER (IF APPLICABLE)          AGD NUMBER (IF APPLICABLE)  
____________________________________________________________________________________
PRACTICE (BUSINESS NAME)  
____________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS  
____________________________________________________________________________________
CITY / STATE / ZIP CODE  
____________________________________________________________________________________
PHONE  
____________________________________________________________________________________
EMAIL  
____________________________________________________________________________________

To receive a confirmation and other important course information, you must provide your email address.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Amount $ ____________________

☐ Check Made Payable to CSDA  
☐ MasterCard  
☐ Visa  
☐ American Express  

CREDIT CARD NUMBER  
EXP. DATE  
CVV  

BILLING ADDRESS  
____________________________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE  
____________________________________________________________________________________

Mail your completed registration form and payment to:  
Connecticut State Dental Association  
835 West Queen Street  
Southington, CT 06489
A Smile Says: We’re in This Together
Delta Dental of Connecticut offers the tools and services you need to best serve your patients.

In-Net Program*  
Opportunities to receive discounts and savings on various services and products.

LifeSmile Score  
Free online oral health assessment tool for your patients.

Electronic Funds Transfer  
Sign up for direct deposit – save time, reduce theft/fraud risks, and know when you’ll be paid. Ask us how you can receive all of your Delta Dental payments and EOBs in one place, too!

Benefits Connection  
Check patient benefits, eligibility, view and submit claims, and more!

deltadentalc.com

*In-Net Program is available for Delta Dental of New Jersey and Delta Dental of Connecticut participating dentists.
The fee for single course registrations has been reduced to $175 for CSDA member dentists! That's a savings of $100!

Opting for the full Package is still a great value at $750. Includes all seven courses, our “easy pass” badge and 2020 Annual Meeting registration.

Courses will end at 3:30 pm and be followed by an optional speaker Q&A and networking reception.

Here is just some of what you can look forward to as part of this CE series:

- The fee for single course registrations has been reduced to $175 for CSDA member dentists! That’s a savings of $100!
- Opting for the full Package is still a great value at $750. Includes all seven courses, our “easy pass” badge and 2020 Annual Meeting registration.
- Courses will end at 3:30 pm and be followed by an optional speaker Q&A and networking reception.

For any course you attend, you will receive an audio recording of the entire program allowing you to re-listen any time AND receive credit for the full day.

- We will be introducing you to our seven speakers with short podcast interviews.
- Recent dental school grads (within the last five years) are eligible for a 30% discount on individual courses OR the full Package!

Mark your calendar now. Registration opens June 5th. See inside for complete details!